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THE SEVEN PRAYER MOUNTAINS LESSON 2
THE MEDIA – PART 1
The “Seven Mountains of Society” give us seven powerful parts of society which affect all areas
of our lives. As Christians, we must have faith to “move” these mountains from evil purposes
unto the righteous purpose. This becomes to us “Seven Prayer Mountains.” We each should
take one mountain to which we commit in regular intercessory prayer. Some of us should go
beyond prayer to become actively involved in one area so as to bring in some godly influence.
Media is the first “mountain” we shall discuss. This includes the mainstream media (MSM) such
as CNN, CBS, NBC, ABC, and Fox. There are also “alternate media” sources such as News Max,
One World News (OWN), and many others. Newspapers are included as well as social media.
A liberal godless agenda has been growing for over fifty years and has now reached a level we
could not have even imagined ten years ago. Satan is behind it putting his billions of demons to
work influencing every aspect of society throughout the world. It is ultimately a spiritual
warfare that is being waged. We need prayer warriors and prayer intercessors to step up and
wage the battle in the heavenlies. We also need strong believers to enter professionally into
each of these seven areas to bring “ground level” influence.
A prayer intercessor prays on specific aspects to bring it into alignment with the righteous
purposes of God. A prayer warrior targets the demonic spirits that are involved so as to break
their hold. Both prayer intercessors and prayer warriors are needed.
Tomorrow we will examine the specifics relating to the media. That will enable us to “target”
our prayers effectively. The more you know, the more specifically you can pray. That enhances
the effectiveness of prayer.
Stay tuned for the media input/output.

